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Grammar Exercises: Adjectives and Adverbs

Exercise 1
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words in the box below. Each word should be used
once.
nice

angry

easy

calm

brave

late

gentle

neat

hard

silent

1. My teacher is very angry. She walks around the room angrily.
2. Paul is neat. He piles his books neatly.
3. Jenny is very hard-working. She works very hard.
4. The children are silent. They sit silently.
5. Penny is always late. She arrives late to everything.
6. My brother is nice. He offers to help me nicely.
7. The soldier is brave. She fights bravely.
8. This work is very easy. We did it easily.
9. The dog is gentle. It licks my hand gently.
10. My parents are not angry. They listen to me calmly.

Exercise 2
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given words.

1. rude

My sister is so rude.
My sister answered my questions rudely.

2. powerful

The powerful president made a speech.
The president gave his speech powerfully.

3.

nervous

He asked the question nervously.
He was nervous about the exam.
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4. early

The play is starting early tonight.
We went to the early showing of the play.

5. daily

I enjoy my daily trip to the gym.
I attend the gym daily.

6. wise

The old woman nodded wisely.
The wise old woman listened to the problem.

7. careful

Be careful with those glasses!
I will carry the glasses carefully.

8. thoughtful

Jenny is such a thoughtful friend.
She thoughtfully bought me a present.

9. noisy

The children outside are so noisy.
The children are playing noisily outside.

10. loud

The speaker spoke loudly.
The speaker has a very loud voice.

Exercise 3
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given words.
careful

sudden

difficult

quick

brave

painful

hard

good

happy

worried

I had a terrible day yesterday! I was playing (1) happily in the park with my friends, when (2)
suddenly I fell off the climbing frame! My knee was bleeding, and it was very (3) painful. I tried very
(4) hard not to cry, but it was (5) difficult! My Mum ran over to me (6) quickly. She was very (7)
worried, and she (8) carefully carried me to the car. She put a big plaster on my knee and said,
“You are behaving very (9) well. You are such a (10) brave boy, because you didn’t cry.”
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Exercise 4
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given words.
late

brilliant

peaceful

hard

lively

kind

helpful

tired

quiet

tidy

Today I am feeling very (1) tired, because I stayed up (2) late last night. We threw a (3) brilliant
party for my dad’s birthday. We worked very (4) hard all day to make sure that the house was (5)
tidy and ready for the guests. I (6) helpfully offered to clean the bathroom, even though I hate that
job! The guests (7) kindly brought food and presents for my dad. There was (8) lively music all night,
and everyone danced for hours. We couldn’t believe it when my dad fell asleep (9) peacefully on the
sofa! We turned off the music and everyone went home (10) quietly so that they wouldn’t wake my
dad.

Exercise 5
Choose the appropriate word from the brackets, and fill in the blanks using the correct form of the
word.

There are lots of (1) talented (talented/angry/high) students in my class. For example, Amy
is captain of the football team because she plays football very (2) well (bad/good/open).
Adam has won lots of competitions because he dances (3) skilfully (terrible/skilful/usual). I
am (4) sad (thoughtful/polite/sad), as I don’t think I have any talents. My grades are (5)
average (rude/average/difficult), even though I work (6) hard (thoughtful/quick/hard).
Mum says that I should be (7) patient (perfect/patient/careful), and one day I will learn
what my (8) special (special/safe/warm) talent is.
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Exercise 6
Choose the appropriate word from the brackets, and fill in the blanks using the correct form of the
word.

Yesterday, I helped Dad to make a (1) delicious (close/delicious/deep) meal for Mum’s
birthday. Dad said we could (2) easily (actual/busy/easy) make chicken soup, but it was
quite (3) difficult (difficult/quick/free)! First, we chopped lots of vegetables. Dad chops
very (4) fast (fast/angry/open)! He told me to use the knife (5) carefully
(quick/careful/truthful), because it was very (6) sharp (sharp/serious/tight). We were still
preparing vegetables when we (7) suddenly (solid/sudden/strict) remembered that we
had forgotten about the chicken. It was in the freezer, still (8) frozen
(safe/frozen/painful)! “I think we’ll have vegetable soup for dinner tonight!” Dad laughed.
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